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Chapter 1 
Introduction 
This project seeks to explain environmental protection as an important factor for the 
corporation, as well as try to find out the barriers, which the corporation may face when they 
are carrying out the environmental protection. Thereby, it helps the corporation recognize the 
risks and turn the risks into the opportunities. In the introduction chapter, we would like to 
describe the background in order to explain how we have found the interests in this topic. 
Furthermore, the problem formulation, the purpose, the limitation and the project’s main 
structure will also be described in this chapter. 
1.1 The Background 
The global warming and climate change have become the most popular topic around the 
world, for example, global business leaders issued “The Copenhagen Call” at the close of the 
World Business Summit on Climate Change on May 26; The Fifteenth United Nations 
Climate Change Conference, where world leaders will also get together in Copenhagen from 
December 7th-18th 2009, to negotiate the treaty to supplant the 1997 Kyoto Protocol, which 
expires in 2012. According to the above, we decided to do the research about environmental 
protection in order to fit the current discussing issue1. Furthermore, according to Gore’s (the 
Nobel Peace Prize winner—AI Gore) speech, when he urged a gathering of more than 500 
business leaders to push for a global agreement on curbing global worming pollution in May 
2009 (“If there is no cost to be paid for the indiscriminate dumping of pollution into the 
earth's atmosphere, then it should be a surprise to no one that today we will dump another 70 
million tons of global warming pollution into the thin shell of atmosphere surrounding our 
planet”)2. We are interested in narrowing the research down to the issue about corporate 
environmental protection, the discussion will also relate to the corporate social responsibility 
(CSR), as well analyze and explain why it is important for a corporation to protect 
environment. Furthermore, due to the discussion of global warming and climate change as 
                                                        
1 http://www.copenhagenclimatecouncil.com/  
2 http://www.marketwatch.com/story/business-leaders-meet-on-climate-change-in-denmark 
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well as the stress from the free medium report, many corporations notice that protecting 
environment becomes a necessary responsibility, otherwise, it may affect the corporation’s 
image. On the other hand, just as Lester R. Brown (the president of Washington-based World 
Watch Institute) said: “The world today is economically richer and environmentally poorer 
than ever.” Lots of corporations always prefer to earn more profits and care less 
environmental protection. Although some corporations notice that it is important to protect the 
environment, they still do not take any actions at all. Sometimes they only give lip service to 
the public. There must be some reasons or barriers behind. On the basis of these reasons, we 
are interested in explaining that environmental protection is important, and trying to relate it 
with the benefits of corporations, in addition, investigating what the barriers are behind. 
1.2 The Problem Formulation  
Based on the above, there are two areas we are interested in finding out the answer.  
Firstly, it is that why the environmental protection is very important for the corporation. It will 
link between environmental protection and the corporation’s benefits. Because we would like 
to advocate corporations to take the environmental protection into account and carry out it 
through this project work. 
Because of the corporation has to consider the benefit when they make decision, CSR is a hot 
discussion topic during the past 10 years (also because CSR relates with our course for this 
semester), environmental protection is one part of the CSR policy. Owing to these reasons, we 
would like to use CSR to put corporations’ benefits and environmental protection together. 
Thereby, this paper is to explain that environmental protection is very important for the 
corporation, and to advocate the corporation to attach importance to the environmental 
protection and work on it.  
Secondly, we are also interested in finding out which barriers can be when the corporation 
implement the environmental protection, so that it can help the corporation’s decision making, 
and help the corporation get over or avoid the risks, then to turn the risks into the 
opportunities. 
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According to these above, we formulate our problem as follows: 
Why is it important for a corporation to protect the environment for the long-term 
development? And what kind of barriers does a corporation face when working on the 
environmental protection? 
So the problem research will follow the steps below: 
Step 1: Collecting literature reviews and other project reports related to our topic. 
Step 2: Searching and defining the relevant theories based on the literatures, which we have 
found. 
Step 3: Searching the relevant cases as case studies and setting questions according to the 
problem formulation. 
Step 4: Entering the analysis part, the analysis will be based on the case studies and the 
theories we choose, and the analysis will also accord with the problem formulation. 
Step 5: Summing up the conclusion on the basis of the case studies, giving the answers to the 
problem formulation and discuss a little about future perspective. 
1.3 The Purpose 
The purpose of this project work is to try to find out that environmental protection is 
important for the corporations, which can help corporations reduce the risks and create values 
for corporations. We are going to try to find out and list the possible barriers about 
environmental protection based on the literature reviews and case studies, and the purpose for 
this paper is to help the corporation get over or avoid the risk and the barriers. Finally, 
advocating the corporations to work on the environmental protection will be the main purpose 
for this project work. 
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1.4 The Main Structure of the Project: 
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Figure 1 Main Structure of the Project 
Figure 1 shows the main structure designed for our project work. 
Chapter 1: The introduction chapter. In this chapter, we introduce the reasons why we get 
interests in writing this project; how we design the problem formulation; the purpose of 
writing this project work; and the project structure and the limitation which are the problems 
we happen to during writing this project work.   
Chapter 2: The methodology chapter. Under this chapter, we would like to introduce the 
methods which we are going to use and design for this project work; how we design the data 
collection; what kind of data we are going to use; and how we design the case studies and so 
on.  
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Chapter 3: The theoretical framework chapter. We are going to use the deduction method to 
write this project work. Therefore, we would like to choose the theories used for analyzing the 
case studies, list them together under this chapter, and introduce why and how we are going to 
use them during this project work. 
Chapter 4: The case study chapter. In order to make our argument more persuasive, we prefer 
to choose some cases as case studies, list the questions related to the problem formulation, 
make discussion, and analysis under the analysis chapter. 
Chapter 5: The analysis chapter. The analysis will base on the case studies and problem 
formulation to argue and prove that environmental protection is very important for the 
corporation, and discuss the possible barriers for a corporation carrying out the environmental 
protection. 
Chapter 6: The conclusion chapter. We are going to make a conclusion and answer the 
questions, which we set under the problem formulation part based on the theories from the 
literature and the analysis from the case study. Furthermore, the future perspective will also be 
mentioned in this chapter. 
1.5 The Limitation  
Because of the limited time, the discussion may not cover all the problem area (for example: 
the list of the barriers). Therefore, the arguing will only base on the literatures, which we 
found in hand. In the side of case studies, we are going to use the two cases to work on our 
research problem, one is COSCO Group, and the other one is Accor Group. In order to save 
the cost and time, the information will base on the corporations’ official websites and 
corporate social responsibility report. We will analyze and only pick up the relevant 
information, which relates to our topic and research problem.  
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Chapter 2 
Methodology 
Under this chapter, we would like to introduce the methodological approach of this project 
work, how we design the research and describe the research requirements. 
2.1 Methodological Approach 
The analytical approach and the systematic approach will be used for this project work to 
solve the research problems based on the theories. Therefore, the deductive method will be 
used to not only discuss whether environment in itself has some importance for the 
corporation but rather to introduce another aspect of analysis. That is whether external factors 
in form of CSR policy are the driving force for corporations to undertake the environmental 
protection. First of all, the theories research will be paid attention, and then the relevant 
theories will be selected, which can solve the problem formulation or can help for the case 
analysis. From general to specific, the relatively narrow approach will be the main approach 
for this project work. 
2.2 Research Design 
Nowadays, climate change becomes a serious issue in the current world, and the business 
industry is one of the main factors to influence this issue. Therefore, CSR also becomes a hot 
topic today. More and more corporations have paid great attention to CSR. The corporations 
are also interested in the benefits behind the CSR action. According to all of these, our project 
research will be designed based on the public interests, company’s interests and their own 
interests. And then, as the problem is structured and well understood, it involves 
“cause-and-effect” problems. Hence, the descriptive research and causal research will be used 
in this project work. For example: searching that the profits and image of the corporation can 
be lost by caring less environmental protection, so the environmental protection is very 
important for the corporation focusing on the long-term development.  
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2.2.1 The Level of Ambition 
The description, explanation and prediction will be used as the level of the ambition in this 
project work. For example, we are going to use theories to explain why environmental 
protection is very important for the corporation, by using the successful China Ocean 
Shipping Company (COSCO) as one case study to describe and explain how the corporation 
can carry out the environmental protection in the positive way. Based on the literature and the 
real case, we will try to point out the barriers of working on the environmental protection, 
which can help the corporation to avoid and overcome these problems. Furthermore, 
advocating the corporation to work on the CSR policy from environmental protection, saving 
earth and creating a wonderful life will be the forecasting level of the ambition of this project 
work. However, because of the limited time, the guidance level of the ambition will not be 
used. For example, the discussion about how to solve and avoid the barriers will not be 
included in this project work, it can be the future perspective based on this project work. 
2.3 Design Requirements 
According to the steps of problem research, which are introduced in the introduction chapter. 
For the first two steps, the secondary data will be used. In internal side, the old academic 
project work will be the main source; in external side, the published books and articles will be 
used. Therefore, the data will be based on the literatures and the old project works to find out 
the relevant information and theories, which can be used for our research problem. 
For step 3 and step 4, the analysis will accord to the problem formulation and the cases. The 
qualitative and quantitative methods will be used. For example, the qualitative method will be 
used for explaining why and how the corporation should work on environment protection. 
The quantitative method will be used for listing the barriers when working on environmental 
protection. 
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2.3.1 Data Collection 
In order to get the relevant information to answer the questions, the qualitative method of data 
collection will be used. The materials will be searched in the library and on the internet in 
order to limit the cost and time. The systematic, orderly and focused collection of data will be 
necessary for this project work. Under qualitative method, they are the case studies. With 
qualitative data, the challenge is how to organize the information we had collected. They 
should be categorized and arranged since most of them are in words that we have to interpret 
for contents. 
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Chapter 3 
Theoretical Framework 
“There is nothing as practical as a good theory…” 
-Kurt Lewin (1890-1947), Social Psychologist 
According to this well-known saying, we can easily find out that theory is important. It can 
guide us to work on the correct way. Of course, it does not mean that practice is not important. 
Using theories can help to save cost and time to not work on the wrong practice. Therefore, 
balancing theory and practice; and practice based on the theory will be more effective. So, 
under this chapter, we would like to introduce the relevant theories, which relate to our project 
work. Why do we choose them? And how do we use them during this project work? Then we 
will also explain the problem formulation by the theories to explain that why environmental 
protecting is important for corporations. 
3.1 Corporate Social Responsibility 
With the economy becoming more and more global, the global warm and climate change 
issue, corporate social responsibility becomes more and more popular for the corporation to 
carry out it. All kinds of corporations expect to be successful some day. Therefore, focusing 
on the long term development, CSR actions should be a serious factor when they make 
decisions. Globally, businesses are being asked to respond to the concept of corporate social 
responsibility and environmental management has emerged as an important issue3. In recent 
years there has been a significant growth in the number of enterprises that have an explicit 
policy on CSR. At the same time, the practice of CSR has evolved considerably4. 
3.1.1 Definition of Corporate Social Responsibility 
In the context of such an inexorable rise to prominence of CSR, the literature on the subject, 
both academic and practitioner, is understandably large and expanding. However, few subjects 
in management arouse as much controversy and contestation as CSR. For this reason, 
                                                        
3 http://www.unglobalcompact.org 
4 European Competitiveness Report (2008): 106 
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definitions of CSR abound, and there are as many definitions of CSR as there are 
disagreements over the appropriate role of the corporation in society5. 
The most oft-cited definition of CSR is that of Carroll’s model (1979)6, which offered an 
important attempt to bridge the gap between economics and other expectations. His efforts 
culminated in the following proposed definition of corporate social responsibility:  
The social responsibility of business encompasses the economic, legal, ethical, and 
discretionary expectations that society has of organizations at a given point in time.  
This basic definition of CSR, embracing economic, legal, ethical, and discretionary 
responsibilities was later depicted as a “Pyramid of CSR” with the economic responsibility 
forming the base or foundation of the pyramid7. 
3.1.2 Pyramid of Corporate Social Responsibility 
CSR can be distinguished between economic, legal, ethical, philanthropic, or discretionary 
responsibility. Carroll’s (1991) Pyramid of Corporate Social Responsibility8, Figure 2, shows 
that all of these kinds of responsibilities have always existed to some extent, but it has only 
been in recent years that ethical and philanthropic functions have taken a significant place. 
                                                        
5 Crane, Matten and Spence (2008): 6 
6 Carroll (1979): 500 
7 Crane, Mcwilliams, Matten, Moon and Siegel (2008): 34 
8 Carroll (1991): 228 
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PHILANTHROPIC Responsibility
Be a good corporate citizen. 
Contribute resources to the 
community, improve quality of life.
LEGAL Responsibility 
Obey the Law. 
Law is society’s codification of right and wrong. 
Play by the rules of the game. 
ECONOMIC Responsibilities 
Be profitable. 
The foundation upon which all other rest.
ETHICAL Responsibilities 
Be ethical. 
Obligation to do what is right, just, 
and fair. Avoid harm. 
 
Figure 2 Pyramid of Corporate Social Responsibility9 
In present paper, in view of the environmental protection belonging to the ethical 
responsibility, so here we are only focusing on the category of ethical responsibilities.  
Ethical responsibilities are defined not only by efforts to do what is right in economic and 
legal terms, but also as the pursuit of voluntary measures to be virtuous and excellent10. 
Although economic and legal responsibilities embody ethical norms about fairness and justice, 
ethical responsibilities embrace those activities and practices that are expected or prohibited 
by societal members even though they are not codified by law. Changing ethics or values 
precede the establishment of law because they become the drive force behind the very 
creation of laws or regulations. For example, the environmental movements reflected basic 
alterations in societal values and thus may be seen as ethical bellwethers foreshadowing and 
resulting in the later legislation. The business ethics movement of the past decade has firmly 
                                                        
9 Carroll (1991): 228 
10 Rendtorff (2009):142 
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established an ethical responsibility as a legitimate CSR component11. Hence, based on this 
point of view, environmental protecting becomes more and more important along with the 
development of the corporation.  
3.1.3 Corporate Social Responsibility in Sustainability Management  
The European Commission formulates an explicit link between corporate social responsibility 
and sustainable development. In the environmental field, the environmental investments are 
normally referred to as “win-win” opportunities-good for business and good for the 
environment12. The concept of the triple bottom line is central in reporting and evaluating the 
success of a corporation that is not only accountable for economic growth but for social 
development and environmental protection as well13. 
In 1987, the World Commission on Environment and Development sought to address the 
problem of conflicts between environment and development goals by formulating a definition 
of sustainable development14:  
“Sustainable development” seeks to meet the needs of the present without 
compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs. 
At the start of the twenty-first century, the problem of global sustainability is widely 
recognized by world leaders, and a common topic of discussion by journalists, scientists, 
teachers, students and citizens in many parts of the world. Now, the core of mainstream 
sustainability thinking has become the idea of three dimensions, environmental, social and 
economic sustainability. It has been drawn as interlocking circles (Figure 3). The interlocking 
circles model demonstrates that the three objectives need to be better integrated, with action 
to redress the balance between dimensions of sustainability15.  
                                                        
11 Carroll (1991): 228 
12 European Commission (2001): 10 
13 Rendtorff (2009):152 
14 United Nations World Commission on Environment and Development (1987): 7 
15 IUCN (2006): 2 
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Figure 3 The Interlocking Circles Model: the three pillars of sustainable development, 
from left to right, the theory, the reality and the change needed to better balance the 
model16. 
Used broadly sustainable development in the three dimensional focus can thus be defined as:  
“Economic-An economically sustainable system must be able to produce goods and 
services on a continuing basis, to maintain manageable levels of government and 
external debt, and to avoid extreme sectoral imbalances that damage agricultural or 
industrial production.  
Environmental-An environmentally sustainable system must maintain a stable 
resource base, avoiding overexploitation of renewable resource systems or 
environmental sink functions and depleting non-renewable resources only to the 
extent that investment is made in adequate substitutes. This includes maintenance of 
biodiversity, atmospheric stability, and other ecosystem functions not ordinarily 
classed as economic resources.  
Social-a socially sustainable system must achieve fairness in distribution and 
opportunity, adequate provision of social services, including health and education, 
gender equity, and political accountability and participation.”17 
                                                        
Economic 
Environmental 
Social Economic Social 
Environmental 
Economic Social 
Environmental 
The Theory Now The Change Needed 
16 IUCN (2006): 2 
17 Harris, J. M. et al (2001): xxix 
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The “greening” of business has grown to be a central issue in corporate social responsibility 
for many global companies, although for many it is still a boutique concern within wider 
relationship management, rather than something that drives structural change in the nature or 
scale of core business18. 
As a good corporate citizen, corporations cannot ignore problems of human rights, 
environmental degradation and world conflict. Sustainable development requires rethinking 
corporate strategy in this light19. 
So, as for this project work, we prefer to relate these ideas to discuss why environmental 
protecting is very important for corporations, and we will also choose a successful corporation 
to explain how they carry out the sustainable development to protect the environment. 
3.2 Stakeholder Theory 
Stakeholder theory becomes very popular special for the corporation making decision related 
to CSR, it has a wide function and can be applied in many different ways as a strategy tool, 
we would like to discuss the stakeholder status for the nature environment, and arguing that a 
good sustainable corporation should consider environment as one of the stakeholders’ 
decision-making. 
3.2.1 Concept of Stakeholder 
The term stakeholders can be defined in several ways. First of all, the father of stakeholder 
theory, R. Edward Freeman, put it plainly and simply in the forward of the book, Strategic 
Management: A Stakeholder Approach (1984)20. 
“A stakeholder is any group or individual who can affect, or is affected by, the 
achievement of a corporation’s purpose.” 
Every one of these “stakeholders” that may have an influence on the company’s goals has to 
                                                        
18 IUCN (2006): 3 
19 Rendtorff (2009):152 
20 Freeeman (1984): 5 
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be taken into account. Therefore, Freeman’s (1984) definition is regarded as a broad definition, 
for it leaves the notion of stake and the field of possible stakeholders unambiguously open to 
include virtually anyone. Starik (1995)21 put forward that this definition has been broadened 
to include non-humans. A narrow definition is presented by the Stanford Research Institute 
“defining stakeholders as those groups” on which the organization is dependent for its 
continued survival”. Here we are focusing on broaden definition. 
Organizations have different stakeholders. That is, there are groups and individuals who can 
affect, or are affected by, the achievement of an organization’s mission. Here the figure 4 is 
the traditional stakeholder model. 
Government 
Suppliers FIRM 
Trade 
Associations 
Political 
Groups 
Customers 
Investors
Employees Communities
 
Figure 4 The Stakeholder Model22. 
This concept of “stakeholder” has been used as a heuristic in the management literature for 
nearly two decades. The stakeholder framework has been forwarded to help managers to both 
define an organization’s social obligations and manage relationships with its respective stake 
holders23. And this model is also improved, a new model24 (Figure 5) as follows: 
                                                        
21 Starik (1995): 207 
22 Donaldson and Preston (1995): 69 
23 Driscoll and Starik (2004): 55 
24 Rendtorff (2009):166 
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Other 
corporations Shareholders 
Employees 
Management 
Media and 
the press 
Suppliers 
Local 
communityCustomers 
The state 
and the 
civil social 
International 
community 
The 
corporation 
Nature and 
animals 
The public 
The common good 
of society 
Figure 5 The Revised Version of Stakeholder Theory25. 
This is the revised version of stakeholder theory, it is also formulated by Freeman, it can be 
easily notice that the corporation is no long in the center of the stakeholders, and it becomes 
one among other stakeholders who work together to improve the good of all individuals in 
community. According to this revised version of stakeholder theory, we can clearly see that 
the nature is also formulated in the model. This also proves that environment protecting 
should be considered for the decision-making and it becomes more and more important along 
with the development of the corporation.  
As the concept of stakeholder indicates, it goes beyond the concept of the stockholder and 
searches for a broader concern for management. The concept was initially developed form a 
basis in strategic planning, but is now used in relation to systems theory and organization 
theory, as well. Stakeholder theory is an instrument to identify critical stakeholders in the 
                                                        
25 Rendtorff (2009):166 
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environment of the corporation in order to define developments for strategy. Moreover, in the 
contexts of business ethic and corporate social responsibility, stakeholder analysis has been 
used to identify important areas of concern26. 
3.2.2 Stakeholder Status for the Natural Environment 
The problem of this paper is why it is important for a corporation to protect the environment 
and what kind of barriers a corporation faces.  
Here is a question that whether the non-human nature is included as a stakeholder of 
organizations. 
While some academics continue to be reluctant to include the natural environment as one of 
the corporation’s primary stakeholders, most stakeholder theories have progressed to the point 
in which the natural environment is given stakeholder status27.  
Driscoll and Starik’s (2004) article advanced the conceptual consideration of the natural 
environment’s status as a stakeholder of the corporation. It distinguished between 
environmental institution (groups, organizations, associations, or networks) as stakeholders 
and the natural environment as one or more stakeholders. In this sense, the natural 
environment is seen as a stakeholder entity in the same sense as the local community, the 
general public, future human generations, and developing countries might be. Environmental 
Protection Agency (EPA) established that national public policy now officially recognized the 
environment to be significant and legitimate stakeholders of business28. 
An important approach to stakeholder theory has been to rely on “stakeholder salience”, or 
the degree to which managers give priority to competing stakeholder claims. Mitchell, Agle 
and Wood (1997) try to provide a very profound analysis of the problems of stakeholder 
theory. They argue that three views of salience are predominant in stakeholder theory: 1) the 
stakeholder’s power to influence the corporation, 2) legitimacy of the stakeholder’s 
                                                        
26 Rendtorff (2009): 103 
27 Driscoll and Starik (2004): 55 
28 Carroll (1991): 225 
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relationship with the corporation, 3) urgency of the stakeholder’s claim on the corporation. In 
their view, stakeholder theory is about which stakeholder should care for running the 
corporation in daily life. To this end, stakeholder salience is an important way to describe how 
to select between stakeholders29. 
Power 
Firstly, Mitchell, Agle and Wood30 stakeholder attribute of power implies that a stakeholder 
has power to the extent that it can use coercive (force/threat), utilitarian (material/ incentives), 
or normative (symbolic influence) power to “impose its will in the relationship”. While it is 
not identified nature’s “will” that the natural environment holds coercive and utilitarian power 
over business organizations as shown by countless examples of the natural environment’s 
significant influence on industrial activity. The impact of super-storms, hurricanes, and 
droughts on the agriculture industry shows that the natural environment holds coercive power 
over business organizations. The impact of the loss of financial resources in the fishing 
industry due to depletion of fish stocks shows that the natural environment has utilitarian 
power over business organizations31. Similarly, real estate developers have been advised to 
address species habitat preservation, and most retailers to account for product and packaging 
disposal. As natural environments are increasingly seen as important business environments, 
identifying these, or components of them, as stakeholders becomes more likely.32 
Legitimacy 
Secondly, Mitchell, Agle and Wood33 define legitimacy it as “a generalized perception or 
assumption that the actions of an entity are desirable, proper, or appropriate within some 
socially constructed system of norms, values, beliefs, and definition.” One well-known 
stakeholder proponent 34 , for instance, has developed the moral legitimacy aspect of 
stakeholder management, in which those human individuals and organizations to whom an 
                                                        
29 Rendtorff (2009):105 
30 Mitchell, Agle and Wood (1997): 865 
31 Driscoll and Starik (2004): 58 
32 Starik (1995): 210 
33 Mitchell, Agle and Wood (1997): 866 
34 Carroll (1989) based on Starik (1995): 211 
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organization is morally obligated are included as stakeholders. If this ethical aspect of 
stakeholder management is credible, the development of environmental ethics implies that the 
natural environment also can be considered as one or more stakeholders of organizations35. 
The natural environment has attained legitimacy from the world's scientific community, which 
has reached consensus on the deteriorating state of the environment and the links to human 
activity36. For example, global climate change has been associated with human carbon 
emissions, including business use of fossil fuels, and the loss of biodiversity, again linked to 
habitat-destroying human economic activities such as fishing, forestry, and residential and 
commercial construction37.  
Urgency 
“Urgency” is defined by Mitchell, Agle and Wood38 as “the stakeholder’s claim for immediate 
attention based on the idea of time sensitivity” or the “degree to which stakeholder claims call 
for immediate attention.” During the environment crisis, the public quickly responded to the 
media's portrayal of oil-soaked, dying otters and birds. Human risks associated with critical 
and chronic long-term environmental problems are becoming increasingly tangible (e.g., 
increases in heat-related deaths in large cities, in skin cancer, and in super-storms and 
hurricanes) and more countries are acknowledging the association between human activity 
and slowly building environmental problems39. 
According to the above, based on Mitchell, Agle and Wood (1997) stakeholder attributes of 
power, legitimacy and urgency, more and more corporations have regarded the natural 
environment as one of their stakeholders. That’s why it is important for a corporation to 
protect the environment. 
To be claimant does not necessarily imply that you have an important influence in the 
corporation. One may, therefore, focus on stakeholders with power rather than all those who 
                                                        
35 Starik (1995): 211 
36 National Academy of Sciences (2002) based on Driscoll and Starik (2004): 59 
37 Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (2000) 
38 Mitchell, Agle and Wood (1997): 867 
39 Driscoll and Starik (2004): 60 
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have a claim in the corporation. Moreover, the distinction between actual and potential 
stakeholders should be taken into account. The importance of “sleeping stakeholders” should 
not be forgotten. Actual stakeholders may be less important than potential stakeholders, 
because potential stakeholders may have much more power and influence over the 
corporation. In this context, both mutual power and mutual dependence of stakeholders 
should be mentioned as possible aspects of stakeholder status40. Choosing among these 
different criteria, power and legitimacy may legitimately be considered as most important 
criteria for defining stakeholder salience. 
3.2.3 Stakeholders 
However, different stakeholders have different opinions for the purpose of their own interests. 
Sometimes it is difficult to reach a consensus.  
Persons, groups, neighborhoods, organizations, institutions, societies, and even the natural 
environment are generally thought to qualify as actual or potential stakeholders41. The 
stakeholder inclusive company works to define its stakeholders in order to improve its 
activities in the relations with the environment. Stakeholder theory should be seen from the 
perspective of the governance structures of the organization. More concretely, the following 
stakeholders have been mentioned as groups or individuals that should be taken into account 
in stakeholder dialogue: 1) investors and shareholders, 2) managers, 3) employees, 4) 
business partners, 5) customers, 6) the local community, 7) civil society, including NGOs 
(None Governmental Organizations) and political organizations in the community, and 8) the 
natural environment, including human future generations, nature, and animal, and their 
representatives among different pressure groups and organization42. 
Stakeholder analysts argue that all persons or groups with legitimate interests participating in 
an enterprise do so to obtain benefits and that there is no prima facie priority of one set of 
interests and benefits over another. Hence, the arrows between the corporation and its 
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stakeholder constituents run in both directions. All stakeholder relationships are depicted in 
the same size and shape and are equidistant from the “black box” of the corporation in the 
center43. 
Because of the changes, business and industry can no longer ignore these different 
stakeholders. It is necessary to listen and go into dialogue with stakeholders of the corporation, 
if the corporation wants to survive in an environment of increased global competition. If any 
primary stakeholder group, such as customers or suppliers, becomes dissatisfied and 
withdraws from the corporate system, in whole or in part, the corporation will be seriously 
damaged or unable to continue as a going concern. Failure to retain the participation of a 
primary stakeholder group will result in the failure of that corporate system44. Secondary 
stakeholder groups are defined as those who influence or affect, or are influenced or affected 
by the corporation, but they are not engaged in transactions with the corporation and are not 
essential for its survival. They have the capacity to mobilize public opinion in favor of, or in 
opposition to, a corporation’s performance. The corporation is not dependent for its survival 
on secondary stakeholder groups. Such groups, however, can cause significant damage to a 
corporation45. 
As a result, stakeholder theory goes beyond mere pragmatist consequentialism, which defines 
stakeholders exclusively as subjects and causes of possible benefit or harm for the company. 
The stakeholder corporation might be considered as a kind of organizational ecology, where 
the organization, instead of being a bureaucratic military entity, is considered as an inclusive 
company in constant interaction with the environment. This interaction contributes to the 
self-perception of the company in order to secure its growth and survival. Dialogue with 
stakeholders is conceived as a process of communication and learning in order to improve the 
reflectivity of the organization. By developing formalized dialogue with stakeholders as a part 
of the activity of the corporation, it is possible to engage in a closer and more productive 
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dialogue with the environment of the corporation46.  
From this perspective, stakeholders are viewed as participants in a communicative process 
aimed at increasing the legitimacy of the organization. As such, they should be treated as ends 
and not only as means. Today, it is unacceptable that the property rights of the corporation 
should allow the owner to do whatever he or she wants. The corporation is not an isolated 
abstract economic entity, but it is situated in a social context of duties and responsibilities. 
Property rights cannot, therefore, be a license to ignore respect for persons. This business 
ethics aims at institutionalizing concern and respect for stakeholder rights as a part of the 
culture of responsibility in business47. 
3.3 Barriers Theory 
As mentioned in the part of introduction, the world today is economically richer and 
environmentally poorer than ever. Every one has the responsibility to act environmental 
protection, not least for the sake of our children and grandchildren, who will be effected far 
harder than us48. Since the inception of the risk of human-induced climate change the 
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) has produced a series of comprehensive 
Assessment Reports on the state of understanding of causes of climate change, its potential 
impacts and options for response strategies49. 
However, the problem today is the awareness barriers to environmentally accountable action 
are piling up for the individual. The fact of the matter is that the Apostle Paul’s famous maxim: 
“for the good that I would, I do not; but the evil which I would not, that I do”, has become 
true at a level. The environmental awareness we have, we do not reflect in our action, and the 
environmentally harmful actions we would not, those we do50. There are two kinds of barriers 
which will be discussed as follows.  
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3.3.1 The Physical Barriers 
Regarding the discussion about adapting to the existing development and containing future 
damage to the global climate, the individual in the corporation encounters a number of 
physical obstacles, which condition corporation’s cognitive and reflective basis. The physical 
barriers contain invisibility, complexity and imperceptibility as obstacles to acknowledging 
the environmental and climate problems. 
Invisibility. The actual global warming process cannot be observed with the naked eye. In 
other words, the motivation to act must rest purely on the human ability to associate what the 
people see with abstract thought, and thus reflect on the relationship between visible effect 
and invisible cause. The invisibility of global warming thereby becomes a possible barrier to 
the individual’s motivation (thus will effect the whole corporation) to act in two respects, both 
of which are connected to people’s ability to associate. The cause is invisible, and the people 
own vulnerability is invisible51. People are used to being able to see or feel obstacles to their 
actions, but the increased carbon dioxide in the air can neither be seen nor felt. Although 
people feel a milder winter, for example, they cannot see or feel what causes it to be mild. 
Admittedly, people can see pictures of landscapes, where glaciers have shrunk by comparison 
with older pictures, for instance, but they cannot see that such melting is caused by human 
activities52. 
Complexity. The classical understanding of complexity predominantly avers that something is 
complex because there are many considerations to be taken into account. With the modern 
understanding of complexity the world is regarded basically as a whole, but observing it more 
closely, it turns out to consist of an infinite number of parts, all of which factor in the way 
things in the world are expressed. Complexity places humans in a new light in relation to 
earlier individualistic views of the human being. No longer is it possible to separate human 
affairs form the surrounding world, and no longer is it possible to isolate one problem form 
another without this in itself becoming a risk on which a stance must be taken53. The globe 
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environment systems are of a complexity that is seemingly unintelligible to the people yet 
forms one of the foundations of scientific investigation. The upshot is that people can never 
be entirely satisfied that the results tell them everything the people need to know. Decisions 
on a societal level that people make on the basis of this will always involve some uncertainty, 
or perhaps even risk being inappropriate and not having the desired effect. 
Imperceptibility. Thy physical barriers, however, are not just formed by invisibility and 
complexity, but also by the fact that the effects are often cumulative and offset. They are only 
understood over time and therefore do not correspond to the effects the people normally 
experience form their actions. Thus environmental change often has in insidious nature of 
imperceptibly small steps, which scientists can detect by means of calculations of microscopic 
changes over time, but which people do not see or feel when something that happens goes 
unnoticed54.  
3.3.2 The Psychological Barriers 
Nowadays, people are bombarded daily with news about the dire sate of the climate on the 
globe, such as global warming, greenhouse effect, climate change, flooding, drought, storms, 
and rising sea levels and so on. Even more of an obstacle, are the psychological barriers, i.e. 
the ideas about people-selves and the nature that surrounds that block the individual’s 
responsible practice, especially: 
Fatalism or belief in destiny. Fatalism as a potential psychological barrier to motivation for 
the individual’s responsibility refers to the powerlessness of the human being in relations to 
its own fate55. This leads to paralysis, the inability to act, because it assumes that all efforts on 
behalf of the environment count for no more than a “snowball in hell”, and those 
technological initiatives such as green energy, sophisticated utilization of resources etc. are” 
technological stopgaps”, which are a smoke-screen for such powerlessness. The fatalism is a 
deterministic outlook on life. Partly in those who think global warming is not caused by 
human activity but unavoidable on account of the sun’s radiation and other climatic factors 
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over which humans have no influence, and partly in those who think sum warming is chiefly 
anthropogenic but cannot be slowed down, either because it is too late or because too few 
people can be persuaded to take action. This latter form of fatalism, moreover, which make 
people not carry out the necessary measures56.  
The insignificance complex. The insignificance complex is a barrier connected primarily with 
the experience and perception of powerlessness when the individual is presented with global 
warming as an overwhelming environmental problem57. It tempting for the individual person 
to say that he or she can do nothing, because the result they would like to achieve can only be 
achieved if many people are involved in realizing it. Since, as a rule, the individual is 
insignificant as an action factor in large-scale contexts, the inference is that one’s own action 
will be a mere drop in the ocean if nobody else can be seen to be acting with the same 
objectives. And the same can apply to action as a group and as a nation58. 
Shortsightedness. Shortsightedness is a mental barrier that relates to the actual concept of 
“sustainable development” and as such is not peculiar to the climate debate. Shortsightedness 
occurs as a lack of awareness that leaving things to change or leaving action to others is also a 
choice that will have consequences for the future59. Most people are keen to ensure that their 
children and any grandchildren have ample opportunity for self-expression and self- 
realization, but looking way beyond the time-frame of one’s own life calls for additional 
exertion. So far people have not needed to make such an exertion, and natural mental habits 
thus need to be broken if people are going to think of others and life on earth more than 100 
years hence. That is why it is difficult to persuade oneself and others that it is possible to 
deploy resources on the distant future of humanity60. 
As a corporation is composed of many or a large number of individuals, it goes without 
saying that it must face these barriers when they are implementing the environmental 
protection. 
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Chapter 4 
Case Study 
In order to find out the research problems and combine the practice, we are going to study the 
two case studies under this chapter. One is COSCO Group-a successful international 
corporation and the other is Accor Group. They are both working on the environmental 
protection for the corporations’ long-term development. 
4.1 Case Study 1: COSCO Group 
All along, with the rapid development of science and technology, as well the utilization of 
marine resources, people has seriously neglected the issue of marine environmental protection. 
According to the survey, the data shows that in the global marine environment 35% of the 
sources of pollution resulted from ship emissions, which are mainly oil-like substance. 
Among them, in the annual process of maritime transportation, shipping oil is discharged into 
the sea up to more than 100 million tons. 
As one of the major multinational enterprises61 in the world, China Ocean Shipping (Group) 
Company (COSCO) is China’s largest and the world’s leading Group specializing in global 
shipping, modern logistics and ship building and repairing. 
Since 1998, COSCO has identified its business strategies that are to “transform the role of the 
Group from a global shipping carrier to a global logistics service provider” and “transform its 
transnational businesses to be multinational companies”, together with the objectives of 
“consolidating and developing the leading status in shipping and logistics as one of the 
world’s top 500 companies”, putting its development on the fast, healthy and scientific track. 
Now, the “COSCO” brand has been an important part of its intangible assets as the ships and 
containers with the “COSCO” logo on are always busy around the world, functioning as an 
image or symbol of China. The business prowess of the COSCO has widely recognized in the 
world and its best practices have been adopted by many of its counterparts. 
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In October 2006, COSCO Group delivered their CSR report on sustainable development to 
the UN, which was the first corporation in China. To deal with the rise of fuel cost, they have 
taken measures to restructure their fleets; enhance the operational capacity of their ships; 
rationalize their route design; apply advanced technologies and develop new technologies. By 
all the means, fuel consumption has been reduced from 7.39 kg per thousand tons mile in 
2004 to 5.16 kg per thousand tons mile in 2006. COSCO operates a fleet of oil tankers with a 
total capacity of 4.5 million tons. To ensure the environmental safety, they have invested 
much to build up double-hull tankers and have adopted the highest international standards in 
the management of those tankers62. 
COSCO group have been taking three different areas to strengthen the protection of the 
environment63. 
Energy-saving  
To ensure the safety of the ship operation and prevent the pollution of the marine, COSCO 
group has been resolutely and gradually retires 10 old vessels which have high fuel 
consumption and low security performance, although the international shipping market was 
very strong and the corporation with very tight capacity situation in 2006-2007. They tried to 
build environmentally friendly fleet to reduce insecurity and tried to relieve these old boats on 
the marine pollution by introduction of advanced environmentally friendly ships and 
technologies. COSCO group are concerned about the environmental technology development 
trend of energy-saving in the developed countries. They put a lot of manpower, materials and 
financial resources into their researches, as well as digested and absorbed the international 
management practices and energy-saving environmental protection technologies. They are not 
only promoting the advanced and mature energy-saving products and environmental 
technologies but also are continuing to develop their own technology and apply energy-saving 
system for environmental protection, which have made significant achievement. A lot of funds 
are invested in high-tech means to reduce fuel consumption. The investment in 2007 was 
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nearly 20 million Yuan (USD2.93 million)64.  
The Management of Energy-Saving  
COSCO Group has implemented the national energy policies to reduce emissions as well as 
their own sustainable development needs, which has always attached great importance to 
energy conservation to reduce emissions and has set up a corporation as its president is head 
of this group. COSCO Group has overall responsibility for energy efficiency to reduce 
emissions; the COSCO Group and Office of Energy are set up to reduce emissions. 
Specifically, COSCO members of the unit are responsible for overseeing the energy-saving 
emission reduction work to develop energy-saving targets and to reduce emissions assessment 
and so on. The two units are established by the responsible person as a team leader, deputy 
general manager in charge of production safety, deputy head of the energy leading group to 
work on reducing emissions. In accordance with characteristics of shipping management and 
land-based industries, the Department of Energy’s Office is in charge of energy conservation 
to create an environmental energy-saving. Other related agencies are also implementing to 
reduce emissions and the responsibility system. 
Full Operation 
COSCO group has implemented the strict requirements for prevention of marine pollution 
issued by Chinese government and the International Organization. They are doing a good job 
in preventing the ships’ pollution. Through improving the ship’s equipment and application of 
new energy-saving technologies, they establish a strict management system. They also have 
enhanced some incentive mechanisms to protect marine environmental awareness and firmly 
ensure their responsibility of anti-pollution. They make new regulations and requirements for 
prevention of marine pollution by through a combination of domestic and international ship 
management. Moreover, they create their own safety management system as well as ship 
management in the new problems. Through their own “safety management system”, they can 
improve their management to ensure the safety of the ship with high-quality completion of 
each task to create a good operating efficiency and effectively prevent marine pollution. In 
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2007, COSCO Group regarded energy management as a top priority, such as the fuel unit of 
consumption in container ships. 
Their Environmental Policy is to manage the overall resources. Every employee has a 
responsibility to protect the environment. COSCO Group is committed to environmental 
protection and cherishes the earth’s resources to a “social duty holders” status. It actively 
supports and participates in ecological protection activities and initiates to improve the system 
of corporate environmental protection. Now, COSCO Group has become the excellent case of 
the Chinese corporations in environmental protection. 
Questions: 
A. How to make a corporation face the issue of environmental protection?  
B. How do the corporations make the win-win situation between achieving profits and 
protecting the environment?  
4.2 Case Study 2: (Sustainable Tourism: Accor Group65) 
The following case study provides a description and analysis of how Accor integrates the 
environmental policies into its management and some of the likely barriers they have faced.  
Accor Group and Environmental Protection 
Accor is a worldwide hotel and tourism business whose head office is located in France and is 
fully committed to the planet’s future. It is evident through its policies of sustainable 
development such as reconciling rapid development in relations to the environment and 
contribution to the greening of the tourism industry as well as the development of more 
sustainable principles of hotels management. It has signed the United Nation’s Global 
compact’s ten principles. In 2006, it launched an Earth Guest Program to federate its social 
and environmental program.  
Accor has over 500 hotels around the world and an estimate of over 120 customers. Its current 
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goals including reduction in the consumption of water and energy in owned and leased hotels 
by 10%. It provides solar panels for over 200 hotels and recycles the wastes in all owned and 
leased hotels. (It has equipped 47 hotels around the world with solar panels that produce hot 
water). 
Through its policy of preferential treatment to solar energy, Accor and France’s Agency for 
Environment and Energy Management (ADEME) are committed to equipping 100 new hotels 
in France by 2010. The objective is to optimize the design of solar hot water panels in order to 
reduce their cost so that they can pay for themselves in ten years. This powerful commitment 
also resonates with Accor’s partners franchised and managed hotels which are increasingly 
receptive to this environmentally friendly solution66. 
The initiative is accompanied by an overall improvement in hotel energy efficiency. It also 
has the policy of water conservation, which is recovery and treatment of the waste water. For 
an example, in Germany (the Ibis in Koblenz) the grey water system was fitted in 2007. The 
shower water was filtered, purified and used in toilet flash so that tremendously reduced their 
consumption of fresh water67. 
During the construction phase, Accor’s commitment is evident in the choice of materials, 
equipment and energy sources. It uses the Eco-design68 which is a method of designing 
products. Eco-design takes their impact on the environment into consideration at all stages of 
their life cycle. It includes that using less material or materials with less environmental 
pollution, using resources that produce less pollution and wastes, reusing and recycling easier, 
reducing the environmental impact of disposal, using recyclable or biodegradable.  
Moreover, Accor takes into consideration the natural surrounding in which it constructs their 
hotel. They respect the wet lands and the native species. A case in point is the Eco Resort in 
Austria Island and the Philip Island in which they have a special insulation made in relation to 
the bioclimatic condition of the islands. In addition, they have created partnerships with 
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specialized associations to build awareness and protect endangered species, equipped hotel 
faucets with flow regulators, monitor and recover wastewater, and raised customer awareness, 
recycled more and better, and limited the amounts of waste produced69. 
Accor has also made its environmental strategy visible through the signing of the 
environmental charter, requiring its partners in the different parts of the world to sign an 
agreement that ensures they respect the principles of sustainability related to the environment. 
According to M. Deng Yuang Ming, the director and member of board of Beijing Capital 
Tourism Group, which owns the Novotel Peace, Equipping these hotels with solar panels has 
enabled them to not only reduce costs but also to lower greenhouse gas emissions while 
promoting the concept of environmental stewardship among their teams70. 
Questions: 
? Why does Accor integrate environmental policies into its management? 
? What are the likely barriers faced by Accor in implementation of the environmental 
policies? 
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Chapter 5 
Analysis 
Based on the description of the case studies, we are going to solve the questions and give an 
analysis according to the research problems in this chapter. 
5.1 The Analysis of Case Study 1 (COSCO Group) 
In this part, we chose the influence between environmental protection and the operations of business 
actions analysis as the topic to write and will focus on the profits and environmental issues affecting on the 
COSCO Group. Then the stakeholder theory and CSR policy are used as key tools to analyze. Using these 
analyses and statements of key issues and opportunities of environmental protection helps to solve the 
research questions. The possible barriers for the corporation when they are working on the environmental 
protection will be also analyzed. Therefore, we will try to develop the answer to meet our purpose based on 
this case study analysis in this part.  
A. How to make a corporation face the issue of environmental protection? 
Friedman states in a much-quoted article that71:  
There is one and only one social responsibility of business – to use its resources and 
engage in activities designed to increase its profits so long as it stays within the rules 
of the game, which is to say engages in open and free competition without deception 
or fraud. 
However, the operation of corporations can not isolate itself outside the social operation when 
they are aiming to make maximum profits. In the concept of modern economics, in addition to 
maximizing interest for their stakeholders as responsibility, corporations have responsibilities 
and obligations for other different partakers. These partakers including: 1) employees; 2) 
suppliers and customers; 3) other institutions, such as: banks and other financial institutions 
and outsourcing providers; and 4) communities and the environment, which is mentioned in 
the stakeholder theory. 
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As mentioned in the theories part, the nature environment is also one kind of stakeholder. 
Therefore, corporations need to attach importance to the environmental issues. Corporation in 
dealing with environmental protection issues will take different actions to respond to different 
situations. However, promoting corporations to address the causes of environmental 
protections can be roughly divided into the followings: 
1). Environmental protection as business opportunity72.  
Like waste reduction, pollution prevention, recycling, energy conservation and so on, they can 
generate opportunities to make more profits.  
2). Regulatory constraints.  
Such as national emission standard, waste production and handling methods, energy 
consumption standards, and international ISO-14000 certificate using lead-free specifications, 
the Kyoto Protocol’s restrictions on CO2. 
3). Social expectations and pressures.  
The general public, the media and communities are giving tangible and intangible pressures 
for corporations, and even making stronger forces to protest and resist to any environmental 
pollutions. 
4). Self perceived and business ethics.  
Although many corporations have no pressure from outside, they and their employees based 
on their initiation are undertaking the certain actions to protect the environment. For 
example73, factories with much heavy oil pollution, chemical, iron and steel industry, as well 
as many Chinese corporations have taken the initiatives to establish laws and regulations 
more stringent than the standards. 
5). Cost pressures.  
If the prices of oil and electricity turn to rise, it will encourage corporations to adopt more 
efficient processes or equipment to reduce the consumption of fuel and electricity. 
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Corporations will also accord with the costs of raw material to make use of recovery in 
semi-finished products as raw materials.  
6). Innovation competition  
Corporations will innovate on new technologies to attract more customers. For example, 
customers are using the energy bulb, which can lower energy consumption to achieve the 
same effect as before; and use the same energy to achieve the better results or achieve the 
same results with less environmental pollution. Nowadays, these Light-Emitting Diode LED 
(LED) bulbs have replaced the traditional incandescent light bulbs, because they are more 
energy-efficient and longer life span.  
7). Improving the corporations’ own public relations and image. 
Environmental protection is also good for public relations and corporate image. They help 
corporations to establish a social presence in their markets and gain social legitimacy. 
The above seven points are the discussion about the business operations and environmental 
protection associated with the background and causes. However, what are the contents of 
sustainable business and environmental protection in the operation process? This can also be 
slightly divided into the following points:  
1). Science and technology on their own research and development innovation  
Many corporations has innovated the new technologies like production control equipment, 
ecological measurement instrumentation, and cleaner production technologies to conserve 
energy and natural resources. Environmental technologies are used for pollution abatement, 
waste management, energy, water and material conservation, and for improving technological 
efficiency of production. Taking the aforementioned LED bulbs as an example, they will also 
be enable effects to improve the performance of the aircraft flying farther and more 
fuel-efficient cars. More non-polluting ways of producing energy are wind and geothermal 
power generation.  
2). Process improvements. 
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Corporations try to reduce unnecessary waste and make rational use of resources in the 
production and service processes 74  in order not to cause the adverse impact on the 
environment. And this improvement is usually also bring the benefits by decreasing costs.  
3). Using new materials.  
Nowadays, corporations have begun to use non-polluting process, non-toxic and 
biodegradable materials to replace the contaminated or the materials which are difficult to 
break down or as a raw material. 
4). Resources recycling.  
Many corporations have pushed forward comprehensive and circular utilization of wastes and 
realized that highly efficient utilization for renewable resources will increase multi-level value. 
They apply new energy conservation technology, accelerated energy conservation technology 
retrofit. Like recycling the used paper, metal and other materials and set new systems: 
rainwater collection system, recoveries of its own products, BMW and BENZ make a good 
example that greatly increase to make use of the car scrap recovery75.  
5). Implementation of stringent standard operating procedures.  
Corporations should implement strict regulations to prevent the accidents of industrial safety 
for the purpose of reducing fires accidents, toxic substances leakage and explosion incidents. 
These accidents and disasters not only waste valuable resources but also exert a significantly 
negative impact on the environment. 
6). Staff training. 
The system of training, rewarding and punishing employees must be combined with 
environmental protection. Workers must be aware of environmental protection and have a 
heightened sense of participation in implementing it. 
7). And maintaining the high respect for the environmental laws. 
In fact, it is the most fundamental and important of the all elements. 
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When business leaders are in the face of fierce competition and profit pressures, they often 
ignore the importance of environmental protection, or question the necessities of the efforts 
and expenses on environmental protection. They will also ask themselves whether the 
environmental protection is necessary, and how much they should pay for it. Then, where is 
the balance point of expenditures for environmental protection and corporations’ profits? 
Through problem formulation and the knowledge about corporate social responsibility, this 
paper is to propose and advocate as follows. 
1). Do not be self-handicapping. Corporations should not take for granted that the 
contamination exists only in certain specific industries. In the non-polluting service industries, 
aviation, marine, land transport, hotel and leisure industries, to some extent, they may cause 
various degrees of environmental impact and ecological damage. Generally, the financial, 
insurance and other service industries which has less impact on the environment also need to 
help stop pollution during equipment appliance, workflow, resource recovery and training.  
2). Expenditure on the environmental protection should be proportional to the corporation’s 
size. Prosperous corporations who own large turnover or better profits should allocate more 
funds on the environmental protection. However, corporations who bring a great of pollution 
should pay more attention to protect the environment. 
3). Regardless of internal and external activities, corporations should focus on the 
improvement of the implementation in the internal management.  
4). Environmental protection is everyone’s responsibility, but the top leaders of corporations 
must stand on the frontline to take leadership, education, supervision, and forward-thinking 
responsibilities. They should set a good example for their respective employees.  
5). Environmental protection should keep moving. Corporations should make efforts to keep 
on protecting environment all the year around. 
Therefore, environmental protection is very important for the corporation’s long-term 
development. It is not an easy work. COSCO Group can be a good example as a successful 
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international corporation to show us how environmental protection creates opportunities for 
the corporation, and how a corporation should work on the environmental protection for the 
corporation’s long-term development. 
B. How does a corporation make a win-win situation between achieving profits and 
protecting the environment (as COSCO Group)? 
Today, under the furious competitive situation, when corporations discuss how to make 
maximum profits，they would like to decrease the costs of production as a good idea. Because 
reducing costs in a sense is to create more profits all the time. In order to protect the 
environment and save scarce resources, COSCO group can increase the number of ships on 
much longer main routes and slowed down the ship’s speed so as to reduce the consumption 
of fuel. Moreover, it ensures COSCO’s commitment to keep the schedules and shipping 
condition unchanged. Maybe this approach to some extent could restrict the growth of the 
shipping, but it will help the shipping industry to save fuel consumption overall. Under this 
circumstance, it will bring great profits to the corporation for long term.  
Now in order to explain the win-win situation, the following is to analyze the relationship 
between protecting the environment and making profits. 
If companies want to make profits, they need to develop themselves all the time. Awareness in 
environmental protection is basically how to grasp the relations between “development” and 
“protection”. The development of corporation is absolute principle, but the basic purpose can 
be earning profit; environmental protection is indispensible requirement for the corporation’s 
long-term development, but the investing in environmental protection will cost much 
manpower, time and money. Corporations should admit that there is a certain contradiction 
between the development of corporation and the environmental protection objectively. 
However, they should believe that they can achieve a win-win situation. The basic goal of 
environmental protection is to promote the society and corporation itself responsibility. 
Environmental protection is also the father of scientific development. A corporation should 
protect the environment when they promote the development of its corporation. 
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Therefore, corporations must firmly grasp the development of this “top priority”. And in the 
meantime corporations must be clear that pursuing the development should be a good, 
comprehensive, coordinated and sustainable environment. Sustainable development and 
environmental protection are two definitions which are both related and different. According 
to the sustainable theory, environmental protection is one important aspect of sustainable 
development. The core of sustainable development is social and economic development on 
the premise of controlling population strictly, improving the population quality, protecting the 
environment and sustainably using resources. 
Firstly, the relationship between the development of corporations and environmental 
protection. 
Scientific development concept is very rich in meaning. One of the most important contents is 
sustainable development to handle the relationship between economic growth and 
environmental protection properly. Reasonable handling can be realized “win-win situation”; 
the “lose-lose situation” will be turned up with improper dealing.  
This relationship can be summarized as the following aspects. 
First of all, a good ecological environment and sufficient natural resources are the foundation 
and conditions for the development of corporations. Environmental pollution and ecological 
destruction is counterproductive to economic growth. Seriously environmental pollution and 
resources abuse which in turn will restrict the development of corporations, and even do harm 
to the image of corporations. Second, inadequate development of corporations or 
inappropriate mode of growth is the key reason to cause environmental pollution, resource 
depletion and ecological destruction. The mode of extensive economy is to externalize the 
environmental costs without regard to the speed of regenerating of natural resources and the 
value of ecological service. The expansion of low-cost industry is the root to cause seriously 
environmental pollution, waste of resources and shortage of resources. Third, the 
development must be sustainable. Corporations should not only take into account the needs of 
contemporary people, but also consider the needs of future generations and give future 
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generations a good environment to stay. Finally, the environmental problems brought by the 
development can only be resolved through development. Only in the course of economic 
development, environmental issues can be solved properly. 
To sum up, protecting and improving the environment should be one of the aims of economic 
development. Solving environmental problems of today is not to refrain from developing, but 
rather it is the purpose of development. 
Secondly, strengthening the protection during development. 
Establishing scientific development concept and promoting the environmental protection are 
in essence to handle the relationship properly between the immediate and long-term interests 
or local and global interests.  
To achieve a win-win situation of development and protection, corporations must discard the 
extensive growth mode of “high input, high consumption, high emission and low efficiency” 
as soon as possible. They should adhere to high technological equipment, better economic 
returns, lower resource consumption, less environmental pollution, and new industrialization 
road possessing advantages of the human resources into full play, even though it will be more 
expensive than the extensive growth mode reducing the profit sometime. Only in this way can 
corporations solve the problems of environmental protection during economic development. It 
can just be found an integrated point of “development of corporation and environmental 
protection” here.  
According to the above, the advantages of simultaneously considering environmental 
protection and the development of corporation are listed below: 
1). Saving costs due to reduced consumption of energy and other resources, due to recycling, 
selling of by-products and wastes resulting in decreased waste disposal costs, and reducing 
environmental charges, pollution penalties, compensations following legal damage suits;  
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2). Improving public image, higher staff commitment and better labor relations, better 
relations with public authorities, community and Green activist groups, easier compliance 
with environmental standards;  
3). Reducing environmental hazards and thus to achieve sustainable development; 
4). Increasing market share due to product innovation and less performative competitors.  
Hereby, the development of corporation and environmental protection are not mutually 
exclusive. They are even two aspects complemented each other. According to this case 
environmental protection for the transport industry is not an obstacle but a challenge, it will 
bring more opportunities. 
Hypothesis 
According to our problems formulation, we would like to make an assumption. We expect this 
assumption to be more directly demonstrated how the environmental protection impacts the 
consequences on business operations to explain how environmental protection affects the 
corporation’s long-term and short-term operation. Based on this, it tries to explain why 
environmental protection is very important for the corporation’s long-term development. 
Therefore, here let us elaborate on the current business environment in natural environment 
situation.  
Since the 20th century, with the scientific and technological progress and social productive 
forces enhancing, mankind has created unprecedented material wealth and made brilliant 
achievements in reforming the nature and developing the economy. Meanwhile, the 
industrialization in the irrational utilization of natural resources has resulted in a global 
environmental pollution and ecological destruction, which dramatically threatened the lives of 
people and destructed the habitats of animals. Many corporations ignore the importance of 
environmental protection for the short-term interests, which will lose the chance for a 
prosperous long-term development and reduce the competitiveness comparing with other 
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corporations. This assumption is aimed at the relationship between the development of large 
corporations and the environmental protection with the game theory.  
The reason Game theory is chose because of its universality and applicability. Knowledge of 
game theory can be used in the Micro-economic analysis, special for the competitive situation 
analysis. However, we would like to develop this theory to apply to our research problem, 
assuming the environmental protection can create the opportunities and bring more values for 
the corporation comparing the relationship between the development of the corporation and 
the environmental protection. Thereby, it aims to answer our problem formulation that why 
the environmental protection is very important for the corporation’s long-term development. 
More importantly, through the learning of game theory, we can learn a strategic thinking to 
guide our principles in the analysis of economic phenomena and the coordination of economic 
interests. 
(A) Game Theory76. 
Game theory attempts to mathematically capture behavior in strategic situations, in which an 
individual’s success in making choices depends on the choices of others. In game theory, the 
most famous is Nash equilibrium (named after John Forbes Nash, who proposed it). It is a 
solution concept of a game involving two or more players, in which each player is assumed to 
know the equilibrium strategies of the other players, and no player has anything to gain by 
changing only his or her own strategy unilaterally. If each player has chosen a strategy and no 
player can benefit by changing his or her strategy while the other players keep theirs 
unchanged, then the current set of strategy choices and the corresponding payoffs constitute a 
Nash equilibrium. Nash set up the two stages with different conditions in this game for three 
“players”, and then let them choose their best “agents”. Ultimately, each “player” has different 
choice. According to this, Nash made the statistics of the relationship between “strategy 
variable” and “election results” which affect these players’ choices. The conclusion is that the 
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“player” under the conditions of their respective confrontation can predicted that the “election 
results” are the worst to them. 
(B) The concept of the factors. 
The development of corporations: corporations should be aware of their business purpose. 
Corporation’s business objective is to improve the productivity, reduce costs, and increase 
sales to expand the market share and increase profits at the end. Thereby, corporations can 
achieve the ideal profits. The purpose of business should be through an organic combination 
of various resources of the corporation so as to produce the best economic benefits.  
The environmental protection: corporations should understand the reasons and necessity of 
the so-called environmental protection. As major issues of the contemporary environmental 
have threatened the lives of people and destructed the habitats of animals. More corporations 
have given these problems a high degree of concern in domestic and international. From the 
perspective of individual citizens, environmental problems and seriously environmental 
pollution has caused tremendous threats on the survival of mankind. From a social point of 
view, environmental problems are that some people are making profits on the expense of 
others. From an economic point of view, environmental problems present the market failures, 
especially for the short-term medium corporation, which have a serious pollution problem. 
And the environment as social public goods can not present in the form of market price. 
Thereby, the law of value is unable to function. External diseconomies of market mechanisms 
have caused seriously environmental pollution and destruction. However, since the 
non-functional market can not make these problems solved within the framework of the 
market mechanism, it needs to set up a new mechanism to compensate for market failure. 
(C) The introduction of game models.  
Two types of corporations carry out the game-player. The game process can be divided into 
three aspects: 1) governments do not intervene when corporations are implementing the 
environmental protection. In order to make the maximum profits, corporations would rather 
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sacrifice the environment than take the initiative to increase the investment in introducing the 
advanced equipment to protect the environment; 2) governments have realized the importance 
of CSR policy for environmental protection. Laws and regulations have been executed to 
restrict corporations’ harmful activities to the environment. However, some corporations have 
begun to operate according to the laws and regulations, and others would like to make 
exorbitant profits and do irregular operations resulting in increasing the costs of legitimate 
corporations; and 3) as the management of governments are intensified, corporations begin to 
do business at an equal condition.  
After the model is built, the following is the game process. 
For making the discussion conveniently, the corporations of A and B are assumed. They are 
two different types of corporations. A is aware of the importance of environmental protection. 
They have taken the CSR policy into account. B ignores the laws and regulations for the 
purpose of seeking more profits. They compete in a given area with the same prices at 
beginning without government intervention. A is a strong leading corporations accounting for 
the majority of market share; B is newly established and small size as wings has not yet 
fledged. 
Round 1: As B is small, A does not consider too much when B enters the market. This allows 
B can be gradually growing in a very short period of time, which affects the market of A. At 
the same time, A will make some adjustments to their price so as to attract more customers. A 
has low costs of production because of the advanced equipment. The follows are the 
assumptions. 
A cuts the prices but B maintains the prices, so that A makes 20 profits and B loses 5, the 
overall earnings is 15;  
Both A and B maintain the prices, so that A makes 10 profits and B makes 5 profits, the 
overall earnings is 15;  
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A maintains the prices but B cuts the prices, so that A loses 10 and B makes 10 profits, the 
overall is 0;  
Both A and B cut the prices, so that A loses 5 and B loses 5, the overall losses is 10.  
From A point of view, cutting prices is clearly much better than maintaining the prices. At 
least cutting prices can guarantee that A will be better than B. From the B point of view, 
likewise, it is better to cut the prices. In this round of the game, it is a very ordinary game of 
price competition. In accordance with the principle of invisible hand, all corporations would 
adopt the strategies for the purpose of self-interests without regard to environment, which 
enters the “Nash equilibrium” state. 
Round 2: In the first round of the game, both A and B would like to cut prices and neglect the 
environment in order to maximize their own profits, which enters the “Nash equilibrium” 
state. In the second round of the game, governments are aware of the importance of 
environmental protection. They begin to limit the production and sales of these corporations. 
However, A has found the former modes of production and sales causing great damage to the 
environment during investigations and experiments. Therefore, A begins to introduce and take 
the measures to protect the environment. Exactly, that makes an increase the costs of products. 
At this moment, B has not very abundant financial resources. Sometimes B may solve the 
problem of governments’ regulations through being fined some money or other social 
relationship. Such kind of expenditure is far lower than the costs on introducing the advanced 
facilities to protect environment. At this point, the costs of B are lowered a lot relative to A. In 
order to maintain the corresponding market share, A will not take measures to rise in price, 
but they will not easily take measures of price cuts either. However, B will carried out price 
cuts for the purpose of reap huge profits. Since whether using environmental protection 
equipment or not has no effect on the qualities of the products, consumers will choose 
relatively low prices of products. Accordingly, A’s market share will be reduced, and the 
newly established equilibrium is broken. If a corporation is starting from the altruistic purpose 
to protect the environment, while other corporations still disregard of environmental pollution. 
With lack of good environmental monitoring systems, this phenomenon will last for a while, 
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which makes this corporation increase the costs of production and raise prices of products. 
Finally, the competitiveness of this corporation will be weakened and will even be bankrupt. 
Thereby, it means that A has faced with a serious crisis. At this time, A has to make lower 
prices in order to maintain the market, which makes originally passive A become more 
negative. It is a game that whether corporations should carry out the environmental protection. 
This is an unsuccessful case of “an effective, perfect and competitive mechanism of invisible 
hand”77.  
Round 3: Here, one outsider-the government will engage. As A is in trouble with their 
business, it is not good to both governments and customers. Moreover, the important thing is 
that the intervention at this time will make environmental protection achieve the best results, 
for a normative market competition is conducive to the economic development.  
When governments have begun to enhance the pollution controls, corporations would take 
low-pollution strategy. At this time B can no longer ignore governments’ laws and regulations. 
In this case, B has to introduce the advanced equipment to lessen the pollution. In the second 
round of the game, although B gets a lot of interest, they still can not achieve the scale as the 
same as A. A is much more mature because of the early introduction of environmental 
protection equipment. The production will soon exceed B and bring higher profits. At this 
time, it may appear “Boxed Pig Game”, A will acquisition B to be as a subsidiary corporation, 
which makes a corporation collectivized. The game analysis shows that the advantages of 
forming business groups as follows: 1) can be regarded that the number of people involving in 
the region is reduced; 2) strengthen corporations’ own economic power and the ability to 
prevent pollution, it will increase the extent of benefits; and 3) a widening income gap 
between the participants. Large corporations have a greater enthusiasm in preventing and 
controlling the environmental pollution. From the results of game analysis, it shows that it 
will relieve the extent of excessively using resource and insufficient supply for pollution 
control. This has also reached the equilibrium between larger developed company and the new 
developing company. 
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The Conclusion of Hypothesis 
According to the current phenomenon, various corporations have made great damage to the 
environment in order to achieve the maximum profits. It may bring a great return in the short 
term. However, with the development of the market, social intervention and other factors, the 
market will still towards a very healthy direction. Under some specific circumstances, 
although corporations will break the “Nash equilibrium” only with the external help of 
government, corporations should strengthen their own environmental awareness as early as 
possible. The contradiction in “Nash equilibrium” is between the maximal interests of the 
individuals and the whole. In this game, the contradiction exists between the maximal 
interests of these two kinds of corporations and environmental protection.  
Actually, the development of environment is the prerequisite and foundation for the 
development of corporations. Only in a good natural and social environment can corporations 
grow up healthy and strong. Therefore, corporations must choose the business strategy of 
“Nash equilibrium” with clever brain and intellectual actions. In other words, if the 
corporations decide to join the game, they have to follow the rules of the game. In this case, 
the rules can be like the regulations, which are set by the government. They should take the 
environmental protection into account, for it is the way that corporations can grow up strongly 
in a healthy condition. Therefore, the environmental protection is very important for the 
corporation’s long-term development. 
5.2 The Analysis of Case study 2 
According to the descriptions under the case study part and the research problem, the 
following is the analysis of Accor Group. This analysis will base on the CSR theory and the 
barriers theory. 
? Why does Accor integrate environmental policies into its management? 
Corporations have a legal responsibility for the impact of their business on the environment. It 
is up to the corporation or firm to ensure that the waste is treated and disposed of properly. 
Focusing on the corporation’s long-term development, the environmental protection can also 
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bring business benefits. Many businesses have realized that acting in a socially and 
environmentally responsible way is more than just a legal duty. Therefore, Accor integrate 
environmental policies into its management, because it affects the bottom line and the 
long-term success of the business. Protecting the environment can benefit the business in a 
number of ways. While the business must comply with environmental legislations, there is 
much to be gained by taking the commitment further. 
There are the wider benefits, such as how the business is perceived. Tackling environmental 
issues can improve the reputation with all the stakeholders: shareholders, staff, customers, 
regulators, the local community and the environment. Moreover, the corporation can also 
have the chance to reduce the insurance premiums through improving environmental practices 
and to cut costs by reducing the raw materials and the waste according to the sustainable 
management.  
Connecting housing units with greenhouses provides multiple benefits. The greenhouse can 
grow food for the households along it. It also provides fresh air to the housing units, fertilizer 
and methane gas if there is a biomaterial converter in the basement of the greenhouse. No 
system is put in for a singular purpose so each piece connects with others in the system, 
producing efficiencies and lowers costs. Thereby, based on the above, we can easily find out 
that Accor recognizes that the development of environmental protection can help the 
corporation to get more value and bring more benefits to the corporation. Therefore, we can 
get a conclusion that if the corporation can take care of the environmental protection and work 
it well, then it will have a big chance to create value and opportunity for the long-term 
development. Therefore, environmental protection is important for the corporation according 
to the problem formulation. 
? What are the likely barriers faced by Accor in implementation of the environmental 
policies? 
Environmental impacts can be reduced by optimizing product design. This optimization not 
only helps to protect the environment, it can also help to reduce the cost, improve the 
competitive advantages and create the good efficiency. Even though there are many the 
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corporations recognize this serious problem and start to work on environmental protection in 
the recent years, there are still several challenges related to the adaptive management of 
projects of all types and scales. It means that in order to achieve the environmental protection, 
the practitioners need to understand the context in which they are working on. Therefore, the 
communication and the transaction process can be the barriers for working on this action. For 
example, investing in the staffs training about the environmental protection knowledge; the 
difficulty in designing and implementing effective actions in the face of the scarce resources 
etc. In other words, training programs can be another basic factor for successful 
implementation of environmental policies. Knowledge is recognized as a key organizational 
asset. Therefore, if an organization can effectively generate, capture, disseminate and apply or 
share it with the stakeholders, they are likely to be successful with their environmental 
policies. This viewpoint can be easily found out by the most successful international 
corporations. 
The barrier can also be due to the difficulties in measuring and documenting impact in light of 
the increased demand for accountability among private donors, governments and the general 
public, practitioners need to address the problems of environmental protection. The 
corporation should build a perfect environmental protection system. (From making policies 
plan to implement, and then expand to the monitor and the feedback system) 
Again, if the enhanced resource efficiency generated by Eco Design leads to better economic 
performance, the reduced resource consumption needed to produce goods makes price 
cuttings possible. Consumptions will increase and there might be no overall environmental 
benefits, because growing consumption may exceed the benefits achieved by Eco Design. 
This effect, the so-called Rebound-Effect is demonstrated in the area of information 
technology and the consequences for Eco Design. According to the economic development, 
this can be the inevitably barrier for the corporation working on the environmental protection. 
There are some economical and social challenges like the acceptance of environmentally 
improved products in the market in which the clients perceive the products. In addition, Costs 
related to readjusting the corporations methods of production or activities sometimes might be 
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very high. It can be a discouraging factor. 
Educating or communicating with the stakeholders about environmental related policies may 
be difficult. Especially if their main concern is profit maximization, they may not mind about 
how the products, goods or services are produced. And the clients may complain if the prices 
of the services and products are increased. (Multiple clients with differing agendas) 
They may sign these documents but not take action. In other words, these documents are only 
signed for formalities. 
They are likely to face the resistance form the existing governments if the environmental 
policies do not favor them. Hence it is important that the environmental policies are 
interpreted before they are implemented or acted upon. Otherwise it is likely to be 
unsuccessful especially if the stakeholders do not understand what they are dealing with. 
There is also need for direction and guidance to individuals’ responsibilities for collecting 
data and information. Issuing of instructions in one way manner does not produce effective 
results. Success will be determined by how well individuals and functions manage their scarce 
resources and balance frequently conflicting demands produce long term goals. An open 
minded attitude to the task is essential as is the recognition that improvement can always be 
achieved. A delicate ego is distinct hindrance to achieving organizational goal. For example, 
according to the barriers theory, invisibility as a barrier is in a sense that people can not see or 
feel the direct link between the human activities and changes in the weather recorded. The 
lack of ability to associate climatic problem with personal motivation to act (corporations or 
organizational ability to act) is a great barrier to environmental protection policies. The 
corporation is combined by individuals. To direct and guide the individuals’ responsibilities 
will be necessary. 
In addition, the shortsightedness is also one of barriers, especially for the corporation’s 
long-term development. In accordance with the barriers, the shortsightedness is a kind of 
psychological barrier related to the barriers of climate awareness. However, regarding with 
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the corporation business, it is more reflective for the style of the manager when they make 
decisions. The decisions with the shortsightedness will be the barriers for the corporation’s 
long-term development. 
That Monitoring is careful observation of published research, industry publication and trade 
shows provides more knowledge about obstacles or risks involved with environmental 
management. There is also need to improve the methods of site visits and pay attention to 
checking environmental performance including the technical state of facilities. It is an 
important and necessary process for the environmental protection, but it also cost very much. 
Political environment related to governments and public attitudes towards various industries, 
lobbying efforts by interest groups, the regulatory climate, platforms of political parties affect 
the organization’s discretionary ability to act. Therefore, the policies of the organization can 
also be one of the barriers for the corporation working on the environmental protection. 
Conclusion of Case Study 2 
Based on this case study, integrating environmental policies in the organizational management 
has long term benefits for the firm. It includes a reduction of production cost, good reputation 
for the corporations. Sometimes they are taxed less compared to non participating 
corporations. However, the corporations still face a lot of barriers in implementation of these 
environmental policies, such as high expenditure, too expensive to install some of the waste 
treatment plants and advanced equipment and so on. Sometimes it increases the costs of 
production. The costs are spent on educating the stakeholders about the environmental 
policies, which leads to high prices of the final commodities or products. Furthermore, the 
clients might not be willing to pay. Therefore, some of the barriers are possible to avoid and 
overcome, but some of the barriers are inevitably. Hence, avoiding the unnecessary barriers 
and reducing the costs by choosing the quality management will be necessary for the 
corporation’s long-term development. 
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Chapter 6 
Conclusion 
As known to all, conclusion does not mean summary or completion, but it means a new start. 
Therefore, under this chapter, we would like to sum up the conclusion of our research 
problem and give the answers based on the theories and the case analyses. Furthermore, the 
future perspective will also be included in this chapter. 
6.1 Research Implications 
According to the research and the analysis, finally, we achieve the purpose and find out that 
environmental protection is an important and necessary factor for the corporation’s long-term 
development. On the one hand, the analyses prove that environmental protection can really 
bring benefits, avoid the risks and create the opportunities for the corporation, specially, for 
the corporation’s long-term development. On the other hand, it also proves that on the basis of 
CSR theory, if a corporation wants to become successful some day, they have to focus on 
long-term development and do their best to carry out CSR actions. Therefore, the 
environmental protection becomes one of the most basic factors, which the corporation should 
consider when they make decisions. Moreover, drawing on the experience of all the 
successful corporations around the world, we can easily notice that all of them have their own 
way to work on the environmental protection and the CSR actions. On the one hand, we can 
learn how a successful corporation works on the environmental protection. On the other hand, 
we can also see that environmental protection is very important for the development of the 
corporation. This is also worked out by the case COSCO in this project work. Thereby, we get 
the conclusion that the management of environmental protection is one of the most important 
factors for a corporation to become successful for the long-term development and will make a 
corporation attain more benefits listed as follows. 
? Building a strong foundation for a corporation to prepare for the future development 
? Creating a good corporation image and the potential value 
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? Creating business opportunities 
? Improving product quality 
? Improving materials and energy efficiencies 
? Reducing waste management costs and saving the potential cost and avoiding the risks 
? Creating values for the social public 
? Respecting human rights; and creating comfortable and wonderful life 
? Making a significant contribution to the future of the earth. 
According to the above mentioned, we can give the answer to problem formulation why it is 
important for a corporation to protect environment. 
However, recognizing environmental protection and performing environmental protection are 
two different things. Even though we can find out many different successful corporations as 
good examples, there can still be different barriers for the different corporations and different 
situations when they are working on the environmental protection. For example, the 
environmental policies are different between the different countries. In the developing 
countries, there is a higher priority to economic development than to environmental 
protection.  
As Porter and van der Linde (1995, p 127) note when they argue about the innovation78of 
environment management: 
The belief that companies will pick up on profitable opportunities… makes a false 
assumption about competitive reality - namely that all profitable opportunities for 
innovation have already been discovered, that all managers have perfect information 
about them and that organizational incentives are aligned with innovating. In fact, in 
                                                        
78 Gouldson and Murphy (1998): 24 
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the real world, managers often have highly incomplete information and limited time 
and attention. Barriers to change are numerous. 
According to this, to plan and to perform are totally different. There are always barriers when 
we are implementing the task. Therefore, we also work on this area to search the possible 
barriers, which the corporations may face when they are implementing the environmental 
protection. Under this circumstance, they can help the corporation to recognize in advance 
and try to avoid the risks. Based on our research, we find out that there are several possible 
barriers to environmental protection, including the following: 
? The higher cost in protecting environment because of the advanced equipments. 
Technological solutions for many environmental problems are expensive to develop; 
? The manpower and the time of the investment; 
? Lack of know-how and environmental information. In some environmental areas 
technological solutions are simply not available at this time.  
? The physical barriers and the psychological barriers of the individuals in the 
corporations. 
? The Rebound-Effect 
? There is resistance to changing historical patterns of procedures and systems. 
Organizations are accustomed to doing this in certain set ways; 
? Finally, multiple and sometimes contradictory regulation of environmental issues 
sometimes acts as a barrier to action. 
Because of the different limitations, it cannot say that this list shows all the barriers, all these 
outlines was based on the research of the theories and the case analyses. Of course, the 
barriers can also arise during the innovation in the future. According to Ashford (1993), the 
barriers of environmental protection may be both organizational and technical. There are four 
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essentially organizational barriers to innovation which may explain a lack of micro-economic 
commitment to improving environmental performance even where it may lead to economic 
benefits79: 
1. Lack of information on the costs and benefits of environmental management; 
2. Lack of confidence in the performance of new technologies and techniques; 
3. Lack of managerial capacity and financial capital to deal with the transition costs of 
reorganizing the production process; 
4. Lack of awareness of the long run benefits of environmental management resulting in 
low priority being assigned to environmental issues. 
However, barriers will always exist, corporations need to face the challenges to learn how to 
manage the barriers as a risk management and to learn how to manage the barriers to the 
minimum risks. Under the circumstances, the corporations can avoid and overcome the 
barriers to turn the risks into the opportunities.  
6.2 Future Perspective 
The purpose of this project work is to explain the environmental protection is important for 
the development of a corporation. It advocates all the corporations to consider this factor 
involved in the decision-making. A good corporation should learn and understand the 
pollution prevention80 instead of pollution control81. It is not only for the corporation’s social 
responsibility, it is also the responsibility for the corporation itself. For example, the 
corporation does not pay attention to pollution prevention and only focus on the pollution 
control. If they do not control well or do not check the system on time, which may lead to 
many scandals. After the scandals are disclosed by the press and public media, the 
corporations have to pay more attention and invest more money to recreate the good image of 
                                                        
79 Gouldson and Murphy (1998): 24 
80 Pollution prevention focuses on minimizing or eliminating waste before it is created. 
81 Pollution control means cleaning up waste after it has been created. 
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the corporation. Thereby, comparing with pollution control, the pollution prevention can be a 
much higher quality management to avoid the unnecessary barriers during environmental 
protection. Therefore, we also try to list the possible barriers of implementing the 
environmental protection. We hope that they can help the corporations recognize the barriers 
so that they can make relevant strategies to avoid and overcome the barriers, as well as reduce 
the costs.  
In this project work, we do not much work on how corporation can avoid and overcome the 
barriers. This can be an interesting topic for the future development based on this project 
work.  
However, focusing on the long-term development, the corporation should carry out the CSR 
action. As one of the stakeholder, the environmental protection should be one of the most 
basic factors to involve in the decision-making. It is one of the most important factors for the 
corporations to become successful. Hereby, it is important for the corporation to protect the 
environment. Although there are many different barriers, the corporation should face the 
challenges to reduce the risks as few as possible. Therefore, the corporation can turn the risks 
into the opportunities and create the value for the long-term development. 
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